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Abstract
Background: Justification is the process of weighing the potential benefit of the exposure against
potential detriment for that individual. Its role has been largely delegated to imaging professionals. Nevertheless, justification process involves referring physicians, radiographers and radiologists. Objective: To assess the knowledge of referring physicians regarding justification of irradiating examinations in medical imaging at the university-affiliated hospitals in Yaoundé Cameroon. Materials and Methods: A questionnaire (18 questions) based on the French guide for the
proper use of medical imaging tests in relation to the justification of irradiating examinations, was
self-administered to 151 referring physicians in Yaounde (Cameroon) between October 2012 and
January 2013. The pre-tested questionnaire was completed in the presence of the investigator. A
scoring system was then adopted with a total of 15 points from the level of knowledge on justification which could be classified as satisfactory or not. Results: Referring physicians were 75 (49.7%)
GPs, 53 (35.1%) residents and 23 (15.2%) specialists. Knowledge on justification was unsatisfactory for 79.5% of referring physicians with no significant difference in terms of professional experience (p = 0.95) or specialty (p = 0.119). The concepts of “useful exam” and “justified exam” were
not known by 113 (74.8%) and 95 (62.9%) practitioners. MRI was selected as irradiating by 62
(41.1%), SPECT and PET-scan as non-radiating examinations by 98 (64.9%) and 115 (76.1%) participants. The main reasons for repeating a giving radiology exam were: unsatisfactory interpreta*
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tion, unknown of where it was performing and poor quality exam respectively for 23 (15.2%), 37
(24.5%) and 43 (28.5%) referring physicians. Justification was the responsibility of the referring
physician alone for 57% of respondent. Only 11 clinicians knew the reference of “Justification-Optimization-Limitation” to radiation protection. Conclusion: The knowledge of physicians on radiating medical procedures and justification of requests for these procedures is inadequate.
Training in radiation protection and the introduction of guidelines for the proper use of imaging
tests could improve physicians’ justification of radiating examinations.
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1. Introduction
During the past decades, the extent of radiation exposure of patients has increased very significantly. In some
countries, the population dose from medical exposures now rivals that from natural background [1]-[3]. The
radiation protection of patients therefore attracts much greater importance. The two principal cornerstones of
radiation protection of patients are optimization and justification of exposures [2], [4]-[6].
Justification is the process of weighing the potential benefit of the exposure against potential detriment for
that individual. In justification, consideration is taken for the probability that the requested exposures will
achieve the desired outcome and whether other exposures, using different techniques or lower doses, or
non-ionizing radiating techniques would be suitable instead [7], [8].
Traditionally, the role for justification of radiation procedures has been largely delegated to imaging professionals. But justification process involves both referring physicians, radiographers and radiologists at three different levels: the justification of use of radiation procedure, the justification of a defined radiological technique,
the justification of a defined protocol for an individual patient [1], [7]. All examinations in diagnostic radiology
shall then be justified to avoid unnecessary irradiation of patients.
Some studies estimated that 20% to 50% of CT-scan examinations may not be justified, that the level of
knowledge of referring physicians regarding radiation doses in radiological procedures is low and that less than
one in three referring doctors received training on radiation protection [1], [9]-[11]. The situation in many developing countries is unlikely to be as much as this [1]. In many Sub-Saharan Africa countries, the practices related to patient radiation protection are poorly documented because of the lack and/or weak enforcement of the
related legislative and regulatory frameworks [12]. Some studies on radiation protection in Cameroon established the lack of knowledge of medical imaging professionals on the standards and principles of radiation protection, the lack of continuous professional training on radiation protection, the lack of justification of some radiological procedures, and the absence of “Guide for the Usage of Medical Imaging Procedure” [12]-[14].
With the increased of radiation exposure of patients and multitude of considerations that involves the referral
process, clinicians play a greater role in the appropriate choice of investigation and in informed choice of the patient [14]. In our setting, some studies have been conducted concerning knowledge on radiation protection of
health professionals working with ionizing radiation [12]-[16], but none on referring physician knowledge regarding justification of the procedures.
As part of a project to improve radiation protection practices of patients, with a view of clinicians’ awareness
of radiation risks and justification of requested medical imaging procedures, we conducted a survey to assess the
knowledge of referring physicians on justification of medical exposure in diagnostic imaging at the university-affiliated hospitals in Yaoundé Cameroon.

2. Materials and Methods
The survey was carried out in six university-affiliated hospitals in Yaoundé Cameroon between October 2012
and January 2013 after approval by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences
(FMBS) of The University of Yaounde 1.
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2.1. Participants

We initially identified 165 referring physicians justifying a request of at least ten medical imaging procedures
per week. A planning was established to meet each potential respondent at the hospital or at the FMBS, according to their availability. At each meeting, explanations were provided to respondent as per the objectives of the
survey, the confidentiality of the answers and the anonymous nature of the survey form. Once consent obtained,
pre-tested questionnaire was auto-administered to the respondent who filled it in the presence of the investigator.
Sampling was consecutive and by convenience. Radiologists and Radiologist Residents, illegible or incompletely filled forms were excluded from the study.

2.2. Questionnaire
We based on the “Guide for the proper use of medical imaging examinations” [17] of the French Society of Radiology (SFR) to develop the questionnaire. This consisted of a section on the interviewee (gender, qualification,
years of experience) and a section on the knowledge and practice of the justification of requested irradiating
medical imaging exams. Three questions were focused on the definition of the concepts “useful exam, radiating
procedure, justified procedure” and one question required to identify on a list of imaging procedures those that
are irradiating. Other questions focused on the responsibility of justification, the daily practices of clinicians
about the justification of requested examinations, and the principles of radiation protection.

2.3. Data Collection and Analysis
Twelve to fifteen minutes were sufficient for each respondent to complete the questionnaire. Respondent was
free to request for clarification from the investigator. The questionnaire was immediately collected after completion and its consecutive number was assigned. A quotation of 15 points was attributed to questions related to definition and practical attitudes regarding justification. A total points (score) from this quotation was used to classify the level of knowledge of respondent as “satisfactory” if total points of 9/15 to 15/15 (60% to 100%), and
“non-satisfactory” if lower than 9/15 (<60%). We then compared the obtained-score to the experience and qualification of the respondents.
Data were analyzed using Epi Info Version 3.5.1 software, Excel 2010 and SPSS Version 20. Means and frequencies were calculated and compared using the chi-square test of Pearson (frequencies) and T test (means or
averages). Difference was considered statistically significant if p < 0.05 (confidence interval 95%).

3. Results
3.1. Demographics
Out of the 165 referring physicians contacted, 151 participated in the survey giving a response rate of 91.5%.
There were 83 men (sex ratio 1.2). 75 were general practitioners (49.7%), 53 residents (35.1%), and 23 specialists (15.2%). The mean professional-experience of respondents was 6.8 ± 4 years with 43% of them (65/151)
having 5 - 9 years of experience.

3.2. Knowledge of Referring Physicians Regarding Justification of Ionizing Radiating
Imaging Examinations
Knowledge of 31 (20.5%) referring physicians regarding justification was judged satisfactory (score ≥ 9/15).
The highest score was 13/15 while the median score confounding to the mode was 7/15. Figure 1 illustrates the
distribution of scores obtained by the participants.
We compared the global knowledge on justification between specialists (n = 23) and non-specialists (n = 128),
and to the professional-experience. We founded that the difference between specialists and non-specialists regarding knowledge on justification was not statistically significant (p = 0.119), same as professional-experience (p = 0.95).

3.3. Knowledge of Referring Physicians Regarding Definition of the Concepts
“Useful Exam” “Radiating Exam”, “Justified Exam”, “Indicated Exam” and
“Inadvisable Exam” in Relation with Medical Imaging Exams
Table 1 shows the proportion of correct answers given by the participants regarding each definition.
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Figure 1. Distribution of scores obtained by respondents regarding knowledge on justification.
Table 1. Answers of participants regarding some definitions..
Definition of concept

Correct (%)

Incorrect (%)

Don’t know (%)

Useful exam

38 (25.2)

113 (74.8)

0 (0.0)

Total
151

Justified exam

14 (9.3)

95 (62.9)

42 (27.8)

151

Radiating exam

108 (71.5)

35 (23.2)

8 (5.3)

151

Indicated exam

106 (70.2)

44 (29.1)

1(0.7)

151

Inadvisable exam

122 (80.8)

27 (17.9)

2 (1.3)

151

Average %

(51.4)

(41.6)

(7.0)

-

Thirty-eight respondents (25.2%) correctly defined the concept of “useful exam”; out of these, 12 thought that
“useful exam” could allow changing the treatment, then giving the complete definition of this concept. The remaining 113 respondents defined “useful exam” as the one which could achieve the diagnosis requirement.
Only 14 (9.3%) participants correctly defined “justified exam” while 30 participants considered the term
“useful” and “justified” as synonyms. 108 respondents defined “radiating exam” as the one using ionizing radiation (31%) or X-rays (40.5%). The concept of “indicated exam” was known by 70.2% of referring physicians
compared to 80.8% of those knowing the definition of “inadvisable exam”.

3.4. Knowledge of Referring Physicians Regarding Radiating Medical Exams
In the list comprising “Conventional Radiography, Digital Radiography, Ultrasound, MRI, CT-scan, Doppler,
Scintigraphy (SPECT), PET-scan”, participants were asked to tick radiating(s) exam(s). MRI and ultrasound
were ticked as radiating examinations respectively by 62 (41.1%) and 4 (2.6%) participants. The difference was
not statistically significant whatsoever the experience (p = 0.148 for MRI, p = 0.24 for ultrasound) or the qualification specialist or non-specialist (p = 0.34 for MRI, p = 0.51 for ultrasound) of the referring physician. Scintigraphy (SPECT) and PET-scan were ticked as non-radiating examinations respectively by 98 (64.9%) and 115
(76.1%) participants.

3.5. Attitudes of Referring Physicians Regarding Requesting and Repeating Radiating
Medical Exams
The reasons for requesting or repeating examinations varied. Before requesting a giving radiating exam 42.4%
(64/151) of participants assumed to make sure that this exam was not already performed, 18.5% (28/151) admitted to request the same exam even if it was already done, and 6.6% (10/151) prescribed another exam instead.
The main reasons for repeating a giving radiating exam were: unsatisfactory interpretation, unknown of where
it was performing and poor quality exam respectively for 23 (15.2%), 37 (24.5%) and 43 (28.5%) referring physicians.
When referring physicians were not satisfied with the interpretation of a radiating imaging examination, 57%
(86/151) of them admitted to discuss with the radiologist who performed the examination before taking a decision;
18.5% (28/151) discussed with the radiologist and seek for a second opinion; 11.9% (18/151) sought for a second
opinion; 8.6% (13/151) repeated that exam in another center and 4% (6/151) requested another exam instead.
The attitude of referring clinicians when doubting on which exam to request in a giving clinical situation, is
shown in Figure 2. 47 (31.12%) of them considered the advice from their colleagues.
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Figure 2. Attitude of referring physicians when doubting on which imaging exam to be requested.

3.6. The Responsibility for the Justification of Medical Exposure
As for the question to know who is responsible for the justification of medical exposure, the majority of respondents (86/151) said that justification was the responsibility of the referring physician alone (Figure 3). Concerning the term “justification-optimization-limitation” only 18 interviewees had heard of it and 11 recognized
its reference to radiation protection.

4. Discussion
4.1. Data Collection
Immediate completion of the questionnaire in the presence of the investigator limited the biases subsequent
consultation of documents. The anonymity of the questionnaire raised complex related to judgment of an individual respondent. The quotation points of open questions and those related to the practice allowed to have less
subjective responses and the possibility of appraising practical attitudes. The predominance of General Practitioners (GPs) is due to the normal distribution of the medical professional population in the country.

4.2. Level of Knowledge on Radiation Protection, Especially Justification
We found out that the level of knowledge of referring physicians regarding justification of the request of radiating examinations was not satisfactory (79.5%). This is consistent with the results of many other studies [9],
[18]-[24]. This level of knowledge did not vary with professional experience or qualification. The explanation
could be that in our setting there was no initial training during medical studies and no organized continuous
education in hospitals on radiation protection. According to Remedios et al. [1], barriers to involvement of clinicians in the process of justification include an already overloaded knowledge base, lack of time, inconsistent
guidance and disproportionate patient expectations. They thought that strategies to improve referring physicians’
input include education, use of imaging referral guidelines, clinical audit and regulation. In our context, we
thought that the following solutions will improve the knowledge of clinicians on the justification of radiating
examinations: 1) Provide a guide to good use of imaging tests [17] even if a study from Borgen et al. [21]
showed that only 20% of physicians consulted the guides. 2) Schedule continuing medical education on radiation protection in hospital practice, method proven to be effective by Soye et al. [9]. 3) Integrate in the initial
medical training school, courses on radiation protection.
According to O’Sullivan [18] there is a significant difference between students who received training on radiation protection and the control group who did not receive such training. From the analysis of our data, three
main information appear: poor knowledge of clinicians on radiation protection especially justification, unjustified repetition of request for radiating medical exams during the same episode of illness, and lack of seeking advices from medical imaging specialists when doubting on the choice of imaging procedure.
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Figure 3. Referring physicians view on the prerogative of justification.

4.3. Knowledge of Referring Physician Regarding the Concepts of “Useful Exam”
“Radiating Exam”, “Justified Exam”, “Indicated Exam” and “Inadvisable Exam”
A “useful exam” is an examination which the results, positive or negative, are able to modify the care of the patient, or to reinforce the clinician in the diagnosis [17]. This definition was not properly ticked by 74.8% of respondents. Some said that a test would only be useful if it could make the diagnosis. The consequence may be an
inappropriate request of some medical exams by referring physicians.
Only 9.27% of participants ticked a correct definition of a “justified medical exam” as an examination that has
sufficient direct medical benefit compare to the risk that it may present, and no other technique of comparable
efficiency with less risk or without such a risk is not available [17]. The poor knowledge on the two concepts
can lead to the absence of clinical information on the request forms for radiating procedure or inappropriate repetition of such procedures during the same episode of illness. This lack of knowledge can be a source of many
avoidable patient exposures to irradiation.

4.4. Knowledge on Radiating Medical Imaging Procedures
MRI and ultrasound were mistaken to ionizing radiating procedures by 41.1% and 2.6% of respondents respectively. Ahidjo et al. [22] and Shiralkar et al. [23] reported higher number of participants classifying MRI as radiating examination (86% and 92% respectively). Lower proportions were found by Bilgin et al. [25] and Borgen et al. [21] regarding MRI (27.4% and 10.5%) but the ultrasound was taken for radiating examination in their
studies in greater proportions (4% and 4.8%). Correct answers of 71.6% to 92% regarding MRI and of 89.2% to
96% regarding ultrasound as non-radiating procedures are founded in the literature [9], [23], [26]-[28]. MRI has
been recently introduced in our environment and most clinicians are not yet familiar with this imaging modality.
There was no significant difference of knowledge on radiating procedures according to the experience or the
qualification. Heyer et al. [29] and Gumus et al. [28] made the same observation. Gökçe et al. founded a statistically significant difference with respondents over 10 years of experience having less accurate responses [30].
According to Sani et al. that knowledge was better among specialists: 100% specialists and 88.1% GPs [31].
Digital radiography, scintigraphy (SPECT) and PET-scan were selected as non-radiating procedures by some
of our participants. This can be explained by the fact that PET-scan is not available in our setting while scintigraphy (SPECT) is not popular.
The lack of discrimination between radiating and non-radiating medical imaging procedures can lead to poor
justification of procedures. An emphasis should be laid during medical training on the understanding of medical
imaging procedures and on the shade regarding justification between radiating and non-radiating exams. Poor
knowledge of imaging modalities leads to poor knowledge of imaging possibilities and therefore, misuse of
these procedures. According to Remedios et al. [1], strategies to improve referring physicians’ input in the
process of justification include education, use of imaging referral guidelines, clinical audit and regulation.

4.5. Reasons of Repeating Medical Imaging Procedures
The causes of repeating radiating exams were numerous and unjustified: unsatisfactory interpretation, ignorance
of where it was performed, or poor quality images. The use of a second opinion radiologist or a discussion with
the radiologist who performed the examination reduces unnecessary repetition of examinations. In the same vein,
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when doubting of the appropriate procedure to request for, it is better to refer to a guide of proper use of radiological examinations or to medical imaging professional for the best prescription [17]. In our study 31.12% clinician referred to their colleague; Merzenich et al. reported 41% of clinicians who admitted always consult the
radiologist prior to the prescription of certain examinations [32].

4.6. Radiation Protection and Responsibility of Justification
The responsibility for radiation protection is shared between clinician and medical imaging professional regarding the justification, while optimization and limitation of doses are deserve to medical imaging professional [1],
[7], [33]. To minimize exposure, the radiologist must use the lowest possible dose while the clinician must justify the choice of a giving radiating test [33]-[36]. In our study 86 clinicians (57%) attributed the responsibility
of the justification to referring physician alone, but radiographers and radiologists have an important role in the
justification of examinations, from the validation of the request from clinicians to the choice of the best protocol
suited to a giving patient.
In this study, 88.1% of respondents were not aware of the basic principles of radiation protection. This reflects a poor knowledge of the principles of radiation protection by our clinicians. The reason being the lack of
training of referring physicians on radiation protection [9], [13], [37]. Yet such training improves the knowledge
and practice of radiation clinicians [1], [7], [9], [18].

5. Conclusion
The level of knowledge on radiating medical procedures and justification of requests for these procedures is inadequate in a context where the use of X-rays is in full expansion. Training in radiation protection and the introduction of guidelines for the proper use of imaging tests adapted to our environment could improve the justification and prescription of irradiating examinations.
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